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   Through a number of educational programs and materials, 
Shakespeare Tavern makes Shakespeare accessible to students, 
educators, and parents throughout Georgia and the Southeast.   

   Recently, Shakespeare Tavern has received a grant to evaluate and 
enhance these programs.  Thus, they are seeking objective 
assistance in speaking with educators about their perceptions and 
future needs.  This feedback will be used to reevaluate current 
offerings. 

   Shakespeare Tavern seeks to elicit feedback from both current as 
well as potential educators.  The goals of this research will be: 

 
− Evaluate the types of programs and materials currently offered 
− Determine the best language to use when messaging current 

programs 
−  Identify any additional needs  
− Explore other avenues for building awareness 
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Background and Business Objectives 



  Deliverables are designed to highlight findings that can be used in 
the development and improvement of Shakespeare Tavern 
programs 

Deliverables 

  Full Report: 

  PowerPoint report with Executive 
Summary, Detailed Findings, and 
Recommendations 

  Presentation: 

  In-person meeting with 
Shakespeare Tavern team to 
discuss findings 

  Transcripts: 

  Full transcripts of two focus groups 
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Who, what, 
where 

  We met with Alisa Hamilton with 

  Harvest Insights 

  (404) 513-7250 

  alisa@harvest-insights.com 

  her expertise, besides focus groups and marketing, is that her 
father was an English teacher for 30 years, as well as a working 
professional actor.  She grew up watching him teach and perform 
Shakespeare, and had instant understanding and insights into our 
particular needs, questions and methods.  That was INVALUABLE 
to ASC, and especially to me. 



Shakespeare Tavern 
EXPLORING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING 
THE KEY RESULTS 



Methodology 
This study consisted of two 1.5 hour focus groups in Atlanta, GA on July 
17, 2017.  There were a total of nine teachers in each group with the 
following characteristics: 
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13 women 
6 men 

13 High School English Teachers and 6 Elementary/
Middle 

9 who had experience with Atlanta Shakespeare Company’s (ASC) 
Education Programs 
9 who had no experience and little knowledge 



 
 
 
“Whether they were aware of A.S.C. or not, teachers are enthusiastic about its 
educational programs” 
 
This is the part we already knew- We have a wide array of offerings to meet almost every 
in-class, after-school, pre or post performance need, for learners in grades K-12th, college, 
professional learning, and evening audience levels. Because it’s all about Shakespeare, the 

menu can be large but the focus is laser-sharp. 
  

Key Findings that really jumped out at us………… 

•  Some are already using YouTube clips, movies, games, and 
other multimedia tools to enhance their lesson plans- to better 
serve a live performance medium. 

•  They feel that ASC could (or does) help make Shakespeare more 
accessible and meaningful to their students 

•  They offered a number of ideas for ways that A.S.C. can help them 
and their students 

•  Some teachers were introduced to A.S.C. during their teacher 
training in college  

•  Others first found A.S.C. when searching for educational programs 
on the internet 

•  None of the respondents from the current teacher group were 
made aware of A.S.C. through marketing materials sent to 
them 

 
 



That last bullet was a 
big…… 

 

OUCH! 
◦  Seriously? We spend a chunk of change on our brochure 



The Question………… 

  What audience building activities have you tried/implemented 
as a result of this grant? 

   
   

 And what is the result of the activities that   
     you have 

implemented? 



 
 
 
 
 
The Answer………………. 
 
 

   
While it is too early for a lot of results,  

we have really changed 
   

thinking and focus  
  in  

  key areas. 
 



“Teachers would be delighted to find A.S.C. providing more 
types of assistance, especially to create student buy-in” 
 

  “Language and Relatability are the other greatest 
    challenges in teaching 

Shakespeare” 

! Generating video content for our teachers beginning with an “Ask an Actor” 
video corresponding to every matinee title 
! Challenge- less than up-to-date equipment, no time and no money. 
! Solve- reach out to our peers that have the equipment, studios and 

advice to give. 
! Finish research and begin implementation of streaming and video-

conferencing services to reach teachers and students. 
! Creating a Study Guide section pertaining to modern references to 

Shakespeare in popular culture and literature. 
!  Samantha and Tony are already on it! 
! Ask An Actor is also a result of this 
! Obscure or unusual words and usage will also be included 



 
 
 
 
“To be effective, materials need to arrive when teachers are receptive 
and in a planning mode” 
 

 “Emails can be effective, but must be unique and eye-
catching” 
 
! Timing our teacher-centric emails to arrive in inboxes between 9:00-10:00 A.M. on 

Tuesdays or Wednesdays. Always! 
! Create a FB page specifically for our “Tavern Teachers”   

! Posts go out after 3pm 
! Branded as “teachers only” information and offers 
! Teachers want it to be about them 

! Study guides now searchable within the website. 
! Have revised the Study Guides page to make it more stream-lined.  

! Making a stronger effort through emails to matinee teachers and links from the Tavern 
Teacher email group and FB page to publicize the availability of our Study Guides 

! Mail out only one brochure, each spring, instead of a second one in August/September.  
! Our matinees are still sold out, and we always contact teachers about playshops and 

tours by email and phone as it is.   
! Matinee titles available from management in January instead of March or April. 

! Early enough for both private and public school teachers to plan their curriculum for 
the upcoming year 



“Annual Conferences and Teaching Workshops would also be ideal forums to  
introduce ASC programs” 
 

                     
           “Teachers would also be interested in interactive 

presentations and training” 
 
! Always reach out to all our college professors in the spring and offer a free playshop 

on teaching Shakespeare for their undergrad and graduate level students in English, 
Brit Lit, Theatre, and Education. We have been doing this for years but will amp it up 
now 
 

! Meeting with administrators on the district level to coordinate PLUs and Teacher 
Appreciation Nights.  
 

! Offer the Tavern and Academy spaces for district-wide meetings and events. We 
have already met with Clayton County and Atlanta Public Schools. Meeting with 
Forsyth County in October. We always capitalize on our ongoing relationships 
with admin and teachers developed over the last 15 years 

! Creating more ways to offer teachers free tickets and wine. 
! Challenge-  

!  teachers don’t come to our Saturday morning Open Houses. Ever. 
! Solve-  

!  offer evening events with wine and free tix. Teachers want it to be about 
them 

!  Work with the Districts. 
!  Make it about the teachers only.    
!  Teacher council. Tavern Teacher FB page. 
!  “Your School/District Night at the Tavern!” events. 



“The website needs to be improved to convert interest into 
action”  

 
   “Teachers stress the importance of producing videos 

to introduce the various ASC educational programs” 
 

! Generating video trailers for Playshops and touring titles that will give 
teachers an idea of what each experience will be like for their students. Post 
on website 
! Challenge-  

! Our website, old and very dense with info focused on evening ticket 
sales was less helpful for teachers or parents. And you can’t buy a 
ticket to a matinee or any education offering on the website through 
Tessitura. Yet.  

! Solve-  
!  Find out EXACTLY what is possible on the education pages and be 

entirely up-to-date on what Tessitura can do for education sales and 
young patron events. 

! A lot is possible on the site and we are reaching out to several 
designers to help us modernize and simplify the education pages.  We 
also immediately learned how to make our excellent study guides 
searchable within the website. DUH! 

! Consistently include almost all applicable Georgia Standards of 
Excellence on each page, and in emailed content. 



How has what you learned 
changed your organization? 

  We have Identified 

! what we are doing 
! what the challenges will be 
! How we are overcoming the challenges 

    
 



We learned 
  New audiences are out there and they will really like our stuff! 

  The Education pages of the website can big drag on converting 
interest into action 

  Video content, personalized content, people-centered content will 
be very important, even for an art form that is entirely 3D and 
personal already 

  Teachers like wine and free stuff 

  District level cheerleaders are almost as important as the Principal 

  If they know about our matinees they don’t know about our 
playshops or tours, and vice versa  



What do you recommend that your peers in 
the Roundtable try to do based on what 
you’ve learned? 
 
! Question all assumptions about programs and 

programming, no matter how sold-out or popular 
they are. 

 
! Always believe that you are NOT reaching 

everyone you could be serving. 

! And remember you already have the 
programming they want! 

 



Challenges or what we 
don’t recommend….. 

! Don’t launch new ideas based on new data 
without carefully considering what the rest of 
your colleagues will think.  

 
! Use a professional who really knows your 

business and your target audience.  



I can no other answer 
make, but thanks,  
and thanks and  
ever thanks……………. 
 
The Atlanta Shakespeare Company  
Education Department 










